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Abstract: This paper presents a cross-lingual corpus-based study on the intersection of chains 

of coreference and lexical cohesion. The two types of cohesion are often combined and thus 

play an important role for the development of discourse topics. We analyse chain intersection 

as cases where chain elements of lexical cohesion occur inside of coreference chains. We use a 

corpus of English and German original texts from four written and spoken registers which is 

annotated for both types of cohesion. Our analyses point to contrasts between the two 

languages and across the four registers under analysis in the types and the number of 

intersections in coreference chains. This variation has an effect on the way important topics 

develop in a text. 
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1. Motivation and state of the art 

This paper presents a corpus-based analysis of particular types of interaction between chains 

of coreference and lexical cohesion that we call chain intersection. Our main focus is on the 

comparison of English and German and variation in written and spoken registers in these two 

languages. We argue that different types of chain intersection and the number of chain 

intersections reflect continuity and development of important discourse topics. They impact 

on how topics are perceived by text recipients as such.  

There is general agreement in the literature that cohesion is an important linguistic 

device to explicitly establish coherence and continuity in texts. The interaction of coreference 

and lexical chains is regarded as essential to a text’s cohesive harmony. The notion of chain 

interaction discussed in existing studies (Hasan, 1984; Hoey, 1991; Martin, 2015; Song et al., 

2015), however, differs considerably from our concept of chain intersection, as will be seen 

in Section 2 below. 

For instance, chain interaction in Hasan’s (1984, 1985) model of cohesive harmony 

applies when elements of different chains are realized as different constituents of the same 

clause – in the theme or the rheme – and as different participants involved in the same 

process (e.g. actor and beneficiary). Clauses or sentences in the same text containing such 
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reoccurring chain interactions of the same coreference and/or of lexical chains are considered 

to form key sentences. They are used in different approaches to measure local coherence, e.g. 

Grosz et al. (1995) in Centering Theory, or Strube and Hahn (1999) and Hoey (1991). Our 

concept does not consider intra-clausal interaction between different chain elements. It 

accounts for elements in coreference chains in which grammatical and lexical devices of 

cohesion are combined and where the lexical device is at the same time integrated in an 

element of a lexical chain. In most existing corpus-based studies, the two types of cohesion 

are either studied separately, are not distinguished or do not deal with discourse topics as an 

aspect of language contrast and register variation.  

Most computational studies, such as Doddington et al. (2004) and more recently 

CoNNL 2011 (Pradhan et al., 2011), are monolingual. They focus on automatic anaphora 

resolution and draw data from large corpus resources such as OntoNotes (Technologies, 

2006). They contain information on coreference relations and bridging but do not analyse 

chain interaction. Computational models developed by Morris and Hirst (1991), Barzilay and 

Elhadad (1999) and other works building on them apply chain interaction to extract key 

sentences for automatic text summarization on monolingual corpora containing individual 

registers. Their notion of chain interaction is based on the study by Hoey (1991) and, again, 

differs from the concept proposed in the study presented here (see Section 2). Besides, these 

studies are restricted to lexical cohesion. There are also computational models which identify 

key sentences for automatic assessment of local coherence and are concerned with the 

interaction of coreference chains. They are largely based on Centering Theory (see Grosz et 

al. 1995). Several computational works analyse the interaction of coreference and lexical 

chains or bridging, such as Mesgar and Strube (2015). These, however, do not focus on the 

fine-grained analysis of language contrast and register variation as they develop algorithms 

for automatic text analysis.  

There are few multilingual studies that base their analysis on corpora that are manually 

annotated with coreference and bridging (e.g. Zikánová et al., 2015; Lapshinova-Koltunski 

and Kunz, 2014). They do not consider interaction between the two types of chains. The 

multilingual corpus-based studies by Kerremans (2014) involve fine-grained manual 

annotations and use lexical patterns in coreference chains to analyse terminological variation 

and equivalence in originals and translations to build terminological databases. This model 

differs from ours in that they do not analyse whether the lexical patterns in coreference chains 

are also part of lexical chains. So, a corpus-based account applying fine-grained annotations 

in order to see how languages and registers differ in terms of chain intersection in the sense 

explained below does not exist so far. Moreover, we argue that our approach offers new 

insights into the interplay of coreference chains and lexical cohesion and how this 

intersection contributes to the linguistic reflection of discourse topics. 

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: we start with a clarification of the 

main concepts used: Discourse topics, coreference and lexical cohesion as indicators of 

discourse topics, and chain intersection. We discuss the linguistic indicators of different 

aspects of chain intersection, allowing us to interpret the latter as an indicator of topic 

continuity and development. In Section 3, we describe our methods and resources. We use a 

corpus of English and German comparable texts from four registers (political essays, fictional 

texts, popular scientific texts and spoken interviews). The corpus is annotated for both lexical 

cohesion (Martínez Martínez et al., 2016) and coreference chains (Lapshinova-Koltunski and 

Kunz, 2014) and allows filtering out the chains that represent cases of intersection. We report 

on the results of the above research questions in detail in Section 4 and interpret them in 

terms of contrasts in thematic progression between English and German, also encompassing 

register variation in Section 4.10.  
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2. Chain intersection 

As mentioned above, the focus of this paper is on the interplay between two types of cohesive 

chains: coreference and lexical chains. We therefore begin with a brief definition of the two 

types before we discuss our concept of chain intersection. 

 Discourse topics 2.1

It has previously been established that cohesive chains often interact in texts and that this 

interplay is an important factor influencing how textual coherence and the development of 

discourse topics are perceived by text recipients, see e.g. Tanskanen (2006) and Todd (2016). 

The term dicsourse topic still remains somewhat undefined and fuzzy as it has been used in 

the literature from a variety of different perspectives, sociological and pragmatic or cognitve 

and semantically oriented ones. It is understood here in the sense of Chafe (1976) and Brown 

and Yule (1983) from a textual rather than a grammatical perspective. Intra-clausal relations 

between ‘theme’ and ‘rheme’, ‘topic’ or ‘comment’ or ‘topic’ and ‘background’ are therefore 

not considered in this paper, although they interact with cohesive chains. Discourse topics are 

topics that unfold throughout the text.  

For our purpose, Todd’s approach seems most fitting, in which topics are defined as 

“clustering of concepts which are associated or related from the perspective of the 

interlocutors in such a way as to create connectedness and relevance” (Todd, 2003: 2009). 

This ideational clustering of extralinguistic concepts may stay rather implicit and may depend 

heavily on the text recipient’s inference of knowledge about the world and the context of 

situation. However, conceptual associations are indicated, at least to some extent, by 

linguistic patterns in the text. One essential mechanism to explicitly express connectedness in 

semantic space (see also Hoey, 1991) are cohesive chains. 

A discourse topic may be global and concern the whole text or it may be rather local 

and be important to a smaller part of the text. But even on a more local level it often extends 

beyond clause boundaries. Coreference and lexical chains are employed as textual means to 

indicate both local and more global relations, depending on the number of elements and the 

distance between elements in a chain (see Kunz et al. 2016). 

This paper is concerned with how these two types of cohesion interact. From a textual 

semantic point of view, we are interested in how and when coreference chains are integrated 

into chains of lexical cohesion. From a more conceptual point of view we investigate, how 

and when concepts about central individual referents (explicitly indicated by coreference) are 

integrated into clusterings of associated concepts, which are explicitly indicated by lexical 

cohesion. Let us therefore first take a look at both types of cohesive chains in turn and see 

how they contribute to the creation of discourse topics and then discuss how one type can 

intersect with the other. 

 Coreference and lexical cohesion 2.2

Most existing models refer to coreference and lexical cohesion as two separate relations. This 

distinction is grounded in formal criteria – grammatical vs. lexical devices of cohesion – and 

also in conceptual differences in the meaning relations established, e.g. identity vs. similarity 

(Hasan, 1985), or coreference vs. bridging (Clark, 1975; Poesio et al., 1997). Our notions of 

coreference and lexical chains combine these two aspects, as illustrated in example (1).
1
 

                                                 
1
 Note that in all our examples, the extension of elements in coreference chains is marked by brackets; elements 

of lexical chains are underlined. 
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(1) This past spring, the U.S. Department of Education issued < a report, The Condition 

of Education 2000>. Some of the trends < it> pinpointed offer evidence that .... < 

The report> found that the benefits of attending college are greater today than ever 

before. With significant increases in the number of students who may not speak 

English at home, < this report> suggests that ...  

 

In coreference chains, grammatical devices signal a textual relation to other coreferring 

expressions in the same text. The conceptual association evoked in this way is identity 

between conceptual referents. The first element in a coreference chain, the antecedent 

introduces a new extralinguistic referent into the textual world. Linguistic forms of 

antecedents can be manifold: they quite often contain an indefinite article and, most essential 

to this paper, a lexical nominal head, as  in example (1) above. The subsequent elements of 

the coreference chain, the anaphors, contain grammatical devices, signalling that the same 

extralinguistic referent is mentioned again (and again). These devices may either serve as a 

modifier of a coreferring noun phrase, like the and this in example (1), or they may function 

as a pronominal head, such as it in example (1). It is widely accepted in the literature that 

different anaphoric forms indicate different degrees of accessibility, or givenness (see e.g. 

Ariel 2001, Prince 1981, Gundel et al., 2003) but variation in anaphoric forms may also 

reflect pragmatic choice subject to register (see e.g. Kunz 2010). These aspects are however 

not the focus of the present paper.  

What is important here is, first, that coreference chains reflect linguistically that 

individual conceptual referents play a central role in the textual world. Most often they are 

not the only participants of the textual world but they contribute to the development of 

discourse topics. Second, these central referents are related to other concepts in the textual 

world. All elements in coreference chains that contain a lexical head, be it in the antecedent 

or in the anaphor, have a potential to intersect with lexical chains and thus to reflect a relation 

to other concepts in the discourse (see below).  

In chains of lexical cohesion, the relation between lexical devices of the chain elements 

is relevant. Our study includes relations between nominal expressions, which may consist of 

multiple words. Adjacent elements in lexical chains are connected by repetition, as in 

example (1), or sense relations such as hyperonymy, synonymy and meronymy, antonymy, 

and relations between named entities (see Martínez Martínez et al. 2016 for more details 

about the sense relations analysed). While grammatical devices in coreference chains are 

employed to signal identity between individual instantiated referents, lexical devices signal 

conceptual similarity between types of referents. As will be explained in more detail below, 

the two types of chains may intersect under certain conditions. In any case, lexical chains are 

an explicit means to create semantic space (see also Hoey 1991) in a text. They indicate 

linguistically how concepts in the textual world are clustered, evoking associations between 

types of referents. They are an essential linguistic mechanism to reflect discourse topics. So 

for an operationalisation of our approach, we regard lexical chains as explicit discourse 

topics. Our aim is to see if, when and to which degree central individual referents evoked by 

coreference chains contribute to these explicit discourse topics.  

A cohesive chain minimally consists of a tie between an antecedent (first element in a 

chain, see above) and an anaphor (subsequent element(s)). As can be seen in example (1), 

many chains consist of more than two elements and contain several anaphors. Typically texts 

contain both types of chains, although to varying degrees. Kunz et al. (2016) analysed the 

variation in cohesive chains with respect to three chain features, the number of elements in 

chains, the distance between members and the number of different chains, as well as the 
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interaction of these chain features. They further discussed how this variation impacts on the 

way discourse topics are structured linguistically in texts: whether the organization of 

cohesive chains reflect more topic continuity or more variation, whether there is an abrupt 

change, a continuous modification or a constant interaction of topics. However, chains of 

coreference and lexical cohesion were analysed separately.  

 Chain intersection 2.3

In this paper, we focus on the combination of coreference and lexical cohesion in cohesive 

elements which belong to both chain types. As already stated in Section 1, our concept of 

chain intersection differs from other approaches in that we do not investigate different chains 

linked by elements of chains that are realized as different syntactic constituents. Our concept 

does not consider intra-clausal interaction between different chain elements.  

Generally speaking, chain intersection takes place whenever a lexical item that is part 

of an element in a lexical chain also occurs inside an element of a coreference chain. The two 

chains ‘meet’ at the point of the intersection. From the perspective of the coreference chain, 

our approach accounts for elements in coreference chains in which grammatical and lexical 

devices are combined and where the lexical device is at the same time integrated in an 

element of a lexical chain. This is illustrated in example (2).  

 

(2) Neurobiologists have long known that the euphoria induced by drugs of abuse arises 

because all these chemicals ultimately boost the activity of <the brain’s reward 

system>: a complex circuit of nerve cells, or neurons, that evolved to make us feel 

flush after eating or sex... At least initially, goosing <this system> makes us feel 

good... But new research indicates that chronic drug use induces changes in the 

structure and function of <the system>’s neurons...  

 

In example (2), we have a coreference chain (marked with brackets) and a lexical chain 

(marked with underlining) that intersect. Both chains consist of three chain elements. In this 

case, the intersection starts in the antecedent of the coreference chain, with the lexical head, a 

compound noun. The nominal expression forms the antecedent of a lexical chain. The 

conceptual relation of identity in the coreference chain is indicated in the two anaphoric chain 

elements by two grammatical devices (the demonstrative pronoun this and the definite article 

the) to the antecedent reward system. These devices do not serve as heads but function as 

modifiers of the whole chain element. So in this coreference chain not only the antecedent but 

also the anaphors contain a lexical nominal head. 

These lexical heads establish a relation of lexical cohesion. In example (2), the noun 

system is a hyperonym of the antecedent, and the noun in the nominal phrase the system is a 

repetition of the preceding noun. Other possible sense relations are synonymy and hyponymy. 

So a lexical chain and a coreference chain meet or intersect because the lexical items in their 

chain members overlap. In the case of example (2), the intersection takes place already in the 

coreferential antecedent and the lexical antecedent and goes on in the coreferential and 

lexical anaphors. In this way strong bonds are established inside an explicit discourse topic. 

There is an explicit linguistic signal indicating not only that an individual referent plays an 

important role in the textual world but also that this referent is central to an explicit discourse 

topic. We will see below that there are different types of chain intersection depending on 

where in the coreference chain and where in the lexical chain the intersection takes place. 

Moreover, variation in chain intersection concerns the number of intersections. In this study 
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we are interested in how the two languages English and German as well as the four registers 

differ with respect to a number of variations discussed in more detail in the next section.  

 Features and types of chain intersection 2.4

In this section, we define the nine features of chain intersection we analyse in our study on a 

more refined level. The explanations provided here serve as background information for the 

overview of the operationalisations given in 3.1. Note that we cannot discuss all the features 

that may be important in the frame of this paper. We will address them shortly in our outlook 

and hope to deal with them in the future. We start here by a definition of ‘shallow’ features 

which serve as general indicators of the degree of explicit marking of discourse topics by 

chain intersection and explain how they impact on the continuity of explicit discourse topics 

in general. We then define features on the basis of which different types of chain intersection 

are distinguished.  

2.4.1  General features of chain intersection 

Generally, the higher number of intersections between coreference and lexical chains is 

measured per text, the more central referents contribute to the explicit discourse topics 

indicated by lexical cohesion in this text. So, the first feature we are interested in is whether 

there are differences between English and German and between the four registers in our 

corpus in terms of the overall number of chain intersections (feature 1 in 3.1). This feature 

is obtained by counting the total number of tokens (i.e. nouns and nominal phrases) that are 

included in intersections of coreference and lexical chains. It is important to note here that an 

element in a coreference or in a lexical chain may contain several lexical nominal items, e.g. 

in the case of compounding. They are counted as separate overlaps with this measure. We 

therefore add the two other features below, in order to obtain the number of intersections per 

chain elements. 

Most of the coreferential antecedents in our corpus contain lexical nouns and therefore 

have a potential for overlapping chains. This does not always apply to the subsequent 

elements in coreference chains, the coreferential anaphors, which may consist of pronouns, as 

can be seen in example (3) below. The number of coreference anaphors with a lexical 

head informs about this general potential of intersection for coreferential anaphors (feature 2 

in 3.1).  

The next two features are an elaboration of the first one defined above, distinguishing 

the perspective taken: The length of a chain element may differ in both chain types. For 

instance, the coreferential antecedent the brain’s reward system in example (2), which is one 

single element in the coreference chain, contains three different nouns. Each of these nouns 

may, however, overlap with one single element of three different lexical chains, or the nouns 

taken together may overlap with one element of a lexical chain. A coreferential antecedent 

may even be more complex. We therefore include two additional features, which account for 

the perspective taken, the extension of the coreferential element or of the lexical element (see 

below). 

Feature 3, the number of intersections per coreferring element, counts how many 

coreferring elements contain intersections with elements in lexical chains (and not whether 

the same coreference chain is affected by chain intersections again and again).  

Furthermore, feature 4, the number of intersections per lexical chain element, 

informs about how many lexical chain elements intersect with coreferring elements.  

Feature 5 serves to see how often an intersection takes place in one coreference chain, 

counting the number of coreference chains with only one intersection. One intersection 

means that only one element (i.e. an antecedent or also one, two or more anaphors) in the 
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whole coreference chain is responsible for the intersection. The first element in a coreference 

chain is always involved whenever there is a chain intersection. This implies that the 

coreferential antecedent is solely responsible if there is one intersection only.  

In order to account for differences in the number of intersections per chain and thus 

between types of intersection, an additional feature is relevant: the position of the 

intersection in a coreference chain (feature 6). We here explore whether the intersection 

takes place only in the antecedent (first) or additionally also in another element – an anaphor 

of the coreference chain (non-first).  

2.4.2  Features related to specific types of chain intersection 

Example (2) above and examples (3) and (4) below illustrate three different types of chain 

intersection, which can be distinguished on the basis of several chain features. Examples (2) 

and (3) share one characteristic feature distinguishing them from example (4): Chain 

intersection is observed for the antecedents – the first chain elements – in both chains. This 

implies that the newly introduced individual referent in the textual world is at the same time 

used to introduce an explicit discourse topic. Hence, an important feature is the number of 

antecedents of coreference chains that intersect with antecedents of a lexical chain, 

operationalised with feature 7. 

 

(3) Well, in Edinburgh most of the water comes from <reservoirs> which are more 

towards the a lot of <them> are more towards the Borders, and then <they>’re 

actually quite old, I think. They first tried to sort out water in Edinburgh, ... But now, 

a lot of the water comes from the hills on the outskirts of Edinburgh. And then it’s 

brought into holding reservoirs, and then it’s brought into the treatment works... And 

it’s the company looks at different ways of helping water companies manage those 

assets better... if you’ve got a set of pipes and you’ve got a set of, say, service 

reservoirs, which is where you store the clean water, ... 

 

Example (4) shows a type of chain intersection which exhibits more apparent differences 

from (2) and (3). It demonstrates the importance of one more feature: the number of 

antecedent(s) in coreference chain(s) that are anaphors in a lexical chain (feature 8 in 

Section 3.1). The example is taken from our English subcorpus of fictional texts. 

 

(4) This evening I find myself settled here in this comfortable guest house in a street not 

far from the centre of Salisbury.... <The landlady, a woman> of around forty or so, 

appeals to regard me as a rather grand visitor ... <She> informed me that <a double 

room> at the front was available, though I was welcome to <it> for the price of a 

single. I was then brought up to <this room>, in which ... On inquiring where the 

bathroom was, <the woman> told me ... I asked <her> to bring me up a pot of tea, 

and when <she> had gone, inspected <the room> further...  

 

In example (4), we have one lexical chain starting with guest house and two coreference 

chains starting with The landlady ... and a double room. This type of intersection differs from 

the ones described above in that the antecedents of the two coreference chains are anaphors in 

the lexical chain. The two referents pointed at by the two coreference chains play a central 

role to the explicit discourse topic but they are not used to introduce it. It is introduced by the 

general concept the guest house, which is not itself mentioned again with coreferring 

expressions later in the text. Instead, other referents, which are mentioned for the first time in 

the text afterwards and which are related to guest house by meronymy are taken up again. In 
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this way the topic is broadly introduced and configurations of specific referents that are 

involved in it are specified afterwards.  

There is a difference between examples (2) and (3) concerning the number of 

anaphors in a coreference chain that are also anaphors in a lexical chain, which is 

operationalised with feature 9. In example (2), an individual referent introduces an explicit 

discourse topic – the first intersection of the two chain types takes place in the antecedents. 

Moreover the anaphors of the coreference chain, apart from the grammatical devices 

signalling identity, contain a lexical head and therefore overlap with anaphors of the same 

lexical chain again. This type of intersection is comparable to Halliday and Hasan (1976, 

277ff)’s notion of reiteration. It accounts for chains of lexical cohesion where the anaphors, 

not the nominal lexical head, are combined with (i.e. preceded by) a grammatical item – the 

definite article or a demonstrative determiner – that indicates coreference. Thus, the 

individual referent is conceptually enriched and contributes to a very great extent to the 

explicit discourse topic because there is an intersection between a coreference and a lexical 

chain not only with respect to the antecedents but also with respect to the anaphors.  

In example (3) above, we have a coreference chain with the elements reservoirs – them 

– they and a lexical chain with the elements reservoirs – holding reservoirs – service 

reservoirs. As in example (2), the antecedents of both chains overlap: The referring 

expression reservoirs in example (3) serves as an antecedent for a coreference chain and a 

lexical chain. What is different is that the intersection holds for the antecedents only (i.e. the 

first mentions) whereas the rest of the coreference and the lexical chains do not overlap: The 

coreferential anaphors are made up of coreferential pronouns functioning as nominal heads. 

The lexical anaphors, which follow the coreferential anaphors are nominal expressions in the 

plural. So the coreferential anaphors do not contain a lexical element and the lexical anaphors 

do not contain a grammatical coreferential element. The semantic relation between reservoirs 

– holding reservoirs – service reservoirs is not that of identity, it is a relation of hyperonymy/ 

hyponymy between different conceptual referents. This type of chain intersection is a typical 

mechanism to establish a smooth transition from one central referent to other concepts within 

one explicit discourse topic.  

To sum up, we aim to compare the two languages and the four registers with respect to 

the overall number of chain intersections as well as to the types of chain intersection which 

depend on where, when and how often a lexical chain ‘meets’ a coreference chain. As 

illustrated by the above examples, these variations have an effect on the development of 

explicit discourse topics. They reflect variation as to the general degree of importance central 

referents have for explicit discourse topics, at which point and how often they contribute to 

the discourse topic. With a final comparison of all features we want to explore whether 

contrasts are greater between languages or between registers, and also compare the registers 

language-internally to find out if the breadth of variation is greater in English or in German. 

3. Analysis design 

In the following sections, we present the set of operationalisations formulated on the basis of 

the features presented in Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 that we use in our analysis. Apart from that, 

we describe the corpus resources at hand. 

 Operationalisations of chain intersection 3.1

For the sake of convenience, we here provide a concise summary of the nine features, which 

were already introduced in 2.4.1 and 2.4.2, along with the operationalisations used for the 
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corpus linguistic analysis. This structure serves as a basis for the analyses presented in 

Section 4 below.  

1. Overall number of chain intersections (nr.inters): obtained by computing the 

number of tokens involved in the intersection between coreference chain elements and 

lexical chain elements, i.e. the total number of overlapping tokens in coreference and 

lexical chains. 

2. Number of coreference anaphors that have a lexical head calculated as the proportion 

of all anaphors of coreference chains whose head is a lexical item – full nominal 

phrases (nr.corefana.lexhead). 

3. Number of intersections per coreferring element (nr.intersec.percor): 

obtained by computing the number of coreferring elements that also include elements 

of lexical cohesion chains.  

4. Number of intersections per lexical chain element (nr.inters.perlexcoh): 

obtained by computing the number of lexical chain elements that intersect with 

coreferring elements.  

5. Number of coreference chains with only one intersection 

(nr.corefchain.one.inters.percor). 

6. Average position of intersection (nr.intersec1st and 

nr.intersec.non1st): In our study we distinguish between the number of 

intersections which take place in the first element/ position of a coreference chain 

(coreferential antecedents) and the number of intersections in a position different from 

the first position of a coreference chain (coreferential anaphors). 

7. Overlapping antecedents (nr.intersec.ante.ante): measuring the number of 

antecedents in coreference chains that are also antecedents (first elements) of lexical 

chains. 

8. Number of antecedents in coreference chains that are anaphors (not the first member) 

in lexical chains (nr.intersec.ante.ana). 

9. Overlapping anaphors (nr.intersec.ana.ana): number of anaphors in 

coreference chain that are anaphors (not the first element) in a lexical chain. 

In a final step, we analyse the overall variation in the two languages and the four registers 

comparing them with respect to all the nine features. This is done with the help of 

correspondence analysis, which was applied, for instance, by Kunz et al. (2017) in their study 

of cohesive features in English and German. The findings will be presented in Section 4.10. 

 Corpus design and annotation 3.2

The dataset we use for our analysis contains texts of both written and spoken discourse. The 

written part was extracted from the corpus described in Hansen-Schirra et al. (2012), whereas 

the spoken subcorpus was extracted from the corpus described in Lapshinova-Koltunski et al. 

(2012).  
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The registers included in our sub-subcorpus are political essays (ESSAY), popular-

scientific articles (POPSCI), fictional excerpts (FICTION) and transcribed interviews 

(INTERVIEW). ESSAY and POPSCI represent written discourse, INTERVIEW represents 

spoken discourse, whereas FICTION is on the borderline, as it contains both written and 

spoken elements in the form of dialogues. INTERVIEW and FICTION additionally share 

narrative elements. The details on the analysed subset are provided in Table 1. 
 

Table 1. Corpus description. 

 EO GO 
register texts tokens texts tokens 
ESSAY 23 27171 20 31407 
FICTION 10 36996 10 36778 
INTERVIEW 9 30057 12 35036 
POPSCI 8 27055 9 32639 

 

The whole corpus is annotated on various levels of lexicogrammar, e.g. parts-of-speech 

(POS), chunks, clauses, sentences. As mentioned above, the corpus contains manual 

annotation of various cohesive devices, including coreference (Lapshinova-Koltunski and 

Kunz 2014) and lexical cohesion (Martínez Martínez et al. 2016).
2
 The annotation of 

coreferential devices includes possessive determiners and pronouns, personal pronouns, 

demonstrative determiners and pronouns as well as coreferential adverbs such as here and 

there, now and then, hereby and therewith (pronominal adverbs). Moreover, annotation of 

situational coreference (or complex anaphors), where the antecedent consists of a longer 

textual chunk than just a noun phrase (e.g. a clause, sentence or text paragraph), is also 

included. 

The subset of the corpus presented here additionally provides relational information 

about lexical chains. Adjacent elements in lexical chains were annotated manually for the 

type of semantic relation holding between them (e.g. synonymy, antonymy, hyponymy, etc.). 

All manual corrections and annotations were performed with the tool MMAX2 (Müller and 

Strube, 2006). 

 Analysis techniques 3.3

We apply a descriptive data analysis with bar plots as visualisation techniques in Sections 4.1 

to 4.9 to observe frequencies of the selected features and to derive general tendencies in their 

distribution across English and German texts in our data. We use them to relate their 

frequencies to the total number of chains per language and register to obtain an insight into 

their distributions. The results are tested for significance using the Pearson’s chi-squared test 

with Yate’s continuity correction,
3
 with the help of which we can prove if the observed 

differences between languages (English vs. German) and registers (ESSAY vs. FICTION, 

etc.) are significant. The Chi-square test measures how well the observed distribution of data 

fits with the distribution that is expected if the variables are independent.  

In Section 4.10, we describe the results of correspondence analysis (CA, Nenadić and 

Greenacre, 2007) performed for all the features taken together. This technique is explorative 

and allows us to discover structures in the data in terms of groupings of observations Baayen 

(2008), for instance, groupings of subcorpora according to their similarities. Besides that, this 

technique helps to see possible correlation of dependent and independent variables. The 

                                                 
2
 More information about the corpus and how to gain access to it can be found at 
http://hdl.handle.net/11858/00-246C-0000-0023-8CF7-A 
3
 A correction for the Chi-square test to use with small data sets. 

http://hdl.handle.net/11858/00-246C-0000-0023-8CF7-A
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correlation of our features with the corresponding subcorpora indicates the contribution of 

these features to the similarities between languages and registers. In CA, distances between 

dependent and independent variables are calculated and represented in a two-dimensional 

map, and the larger the differences between subcorpora or texts, the further apart they are on 

the map. Likewise, dissimilar categories of features are further apart. The correlations 

between dependent and independent variables are transformed into a set of uncorrelated 

variables, called principal axes or dimensions. The first two principal axes account for as 

much variation as possible in two dimensions. In the present paper, this technique will 

provide a better overview of the interdependence of the features as well as over the breadth of 

variation between registers and languages. 

4. Analyses, results and discussion 

In the present Section, we describe the results of our analysis. As already mentioned in 

Section 3 above, the section is structured according to the features under analysis that we 

operationalised in Section 3.1. We will restrict ourselves to a mere description of the findings 

for each separate feature. 

 Overall number of intersections 4.1

In Figure 1, we provide a bar plot representing the proportion of the overlapping tokens 

against the total number of tokens that are elements in coreference and lexical chains.  

  

  

Figure 1. Intersecting tokens in coreference and lexical cohesion chains. 

 

As seen from the plot, English texts reveal a higher number of total intersections when 

separate tokens (nouns) are counted. This applies to all registers except popular-scientific 

texts. The latter show similar tendencies in both English and German. The highest number is 

observed in English essays. Overall, the difference between English and German is 

significant, as we achieve a very low p-value (p < 0.00001, χ
2
 = 57.369, df = 3) with 

Pearson’s Chi-squared test.  

As noted in Section 2.4.1, an element in a chain may contain several lexical tokens that 

are nouns. These may intersect with elements of different chains. The higher number of 

intersections measured in English as compared to German may in part be explained by the 

fact that all nouns separated by a white space (which is more often the case in English) are 
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counted as separated tokens whereas compounds without a white space (more common in 

German) count as one word. More frequent compounding would explain why popular 

scientific texts and political essays contain a higher number of intersections than the fictional 

texts and the interviews.
4
 The findings for political essays seem to point to the frequent 

repetition of compounds. This serves as a precision of information (as in scientific texts) and 

reflects the ideational function of persuasion.  

 Number of coreference anaphors with a lexical head 4.2

The proportion of all anaphors of coreference chains whose head is a lexical item measured 

against the total number of coreferring expressions is presented in Figure 2.  

 

  

Figure 2. Coreference anaphors with lexical heads. 

 

This number is much higher for all English texts if compared to the German ones, implying 

that the potential of a coreferential anaphor to take part in an intersection with a lexical chain 

is generally higher in English than German. In other studies, we could observe two language-

specific factors, in addition to the ones mentioned above, which seem to be at play here: a 

higher number of coreferential anaphors are made up of pronouns and there is a higher 

amount of extended co-reference with non-nominal expressions (clauses, sentences or textual 

paragraphs) in German than in English. As for register variation, the popular-scientific 

articles show very similar, yet low proportions. These texts primarily have an informative 

communicative purpose, and high information density is expressed by high lexical density. 

The texts of this register contain many nouns (mostly terms) building chains of lexical 

cohesion. However, there are few coreference chains and many elements of the lexical chains 

do not intersect with coreference at all: They are often related by meronymy and repetition 

and indicate generic relations between types of referents (not instantiated ones) within a 

discourse topic. The English fictional texts show the highest number of coreferential 

anaphors with nouns. This is surprising, as fiction contains many coreferential pronouns (a 

feature of narrative style and spoken language). Looking into the texts reveals that the 

narrative parts of the English texts frequently contain descriptions of the settings in which the 

protagonists act, similar to example (4). The different components of the settings are 

mentioned again but alternate throughout stretches of text. They thus have to be resumed by a 

                                                 
4
 The proportion of compound nouns in our corpus comprises 25% in political essays, 19% in popular-science, 

16% in fictional texts and 11% in the transcribed interviews. 
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fully lexical phrase. In German fictional texts, there is less alternation and the focus is more 

on the main protagonists.  

The results of Pearson’s Chi-squared test confirms that the differences across registers 

between the two languages are significant (p < 0.00001, χ
2
= 88.771, df = 3). 

 Number of intersections per coreferring element 4.3

The proportion of intersecting coreferring elements measured against the total number of 

(both lexical and coreference) chains is given in Figure 3.  

  

  

Figure 3. Intersections measured per coreferring element. 

 

We observe an opposite tendency for this feature: German texts show a slightly higher 

number of intersections. However, an exception is provided by English fictional texts – here 

we have the highest number of intersections amongst all the texts analysed in both languages. 

The number in this register is higher than for all others across languages. This seemingly has 

to do with the exceptional length of the coreference chains as well as the high number of 

different coreference chains. One possible reason for the general differences to the above 

findings in terms of general language contrast and register variation has already been 

suggested above: Chain elements rather than tokens serve as a basis for the feature here. 

Hence, another reason for the high value for fiction seems to be the lower number of multiple 

nouns contained per coreferring element. So in German, more coreferring elements overlap 

with lexical chains elements than in English although the lexical potential in anaphors is 

lower. This may even strengthen the explicit effect, from a contrastive perspective. Individual 

referents thus seem to be connected more strongly to an explicit discourse topic in German 

than English, except for the fictional texts. The difference between the two languages is also 

significant in this case (p < 0.00001, χ
2 

= 48.843, df = 3). 

 Number of intersections per lexical chain element 4.4

Figure 4 illustrates the proportion of intersecting lexical chain elements calculated against the 

total number of all chains in the corpus. Since this feature is measured on the basis of lexical 

cohesion elements rather than coreference chain elements, it conveys a different perspective 

on chain intersection than that in 4.3 above.  

In this case, we observe a similar tendency as in Section 4.3, if all German and English 

texts are considered: The German texts use more intersections than the English ones, except 
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for the fictional texts. This difference is also significant (p < 0.00001, χ
2 

= 81.064, df = 3). 

Thus, more elements of lexical chains are connected to a central referent in German than in 

English. However, the register-specific figures show that political essays and popular-

scientific texts contribute the most to the language contrast. In the latter register, language 

contrast is more pronounced for this feature than for all other features. This time, the numbers 

for the fictional texts lie below those of the other registers in both languages. 

  

  

Figure 4. Intersections measured per lexical chain element. 

 

 Number of coreference chains with only one intersection 4.5

In Figure 5, we provide the proportion of coreference chains with one intersection measured 

only against the total number of intersections. 

  

  

Figure 5. Chains with one intersection only 

 

The findings show a higher number of chains with only one intersection in German compared 

to English. This means that there are more cases in German than English where only the 

coreferential antecedent but not the rest of the coreference chain intersects with a lexical 

chain, as shown in example (3). We observe similar tendencies for both languages in popular-

scientific and fictional texts. The fictional texts outperform all other registers again. This may 

generally be connected to two facts: First, a low number of multiple nouns in noun phrases 

and second, a very high number of different chains of both chain types in both languages 
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(based on the findings by Kunz et al. 2016). In interviews and political essays, the number of 

coreference chains with only one intersection is higher in German than in English. Overall, 

languages turn out to differ significantly across registers (p < 0.00001, χ
2 

= 46.478, df = 3). 

 Average position 4.6

The average position of the intersections in a coreference chain is defined as a binary 

category: first and non-first. In Figure 6, we present the proportions of these two types of 

intersections calculated against the total number of intersections. 

  

  

Figure 6. Average intersection position. 

 

We generally note a much higher number of intersections in the first position (the first chain 

elements) than in all other positions of coreference chains. This is of course due to the fact 

that the coreferential antecedent is always involved whenever chain intersection takes place, 

no matter which type of chain intersection. More interestingly, the proportion of non-first 

chain element intersections in relation to other chain elements is higher in English than in 

German, i.e. more coreferential anaphors are involved in English than German, leading to an 

intersection type such as in example (2). The English fictional texts contain the highest 

numbers of all texts, whereas the English interviews show the lowest frequencies. The 

significance test shows that the difference between English and German texts is significant 

(with a p-value of ca. 0.002, which is considerably higher than the results for the other 

features, but still below 0.05). 

 Overlapping antecedents 4.7

Figure 7 presents the proportion of overlapping antecedents calculated against the total 

number of intersections in English and German registers. In German fictional texts, 

interviews and political essays, antecedents tend to overlap more often than in the 

corresponding registers in English, which means that explicit discourse topics are introduced 

more often with central referents here. In popular-scientific articles, whose discourse 

structure is more standardised than in the other registers, we observe a similar number of 
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overlapping antecedents in both languages. However, the overall difference between different 

registers in both languages is significant (p < 0.0001). Within each language, fictional texts 

reveal most frequent cases of an overlap, with the highest number again shown for the 

English fictional texts and the lowest for English Interviews.  

 

 

Figure 7. Overlapping antecedents in coreference and lexical chains. 

 

 Number of antecedents of coreference chains that are anaphors of lexical chains 4.8

Figure 8 displays this proportion which is also measured against the total number of 

intersecting elements. What has to be noted first is that the numbers for this feature are 

generally higher than those for overlapping antecedents for all registers in both languages. 

The degree of the difference is register-specific. For instance, it is less pronounced in the 

political essays. 

 

 

Figure 8. Intersections between coreference antecedents and lexical chain anaphors. 

 

Second, in all German texts, there are more coreferential antecedents that intersect with 

anaphors (rather than with antecedents in lexical chains) than in English. Therefore, explicit 

discourse topics are introduced more often with a lexical antecedent in an earlier stretch of 

text, preceding the whole coreference chain, as exemplified in (4). This lexical chain element 
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is related to the coreferential antecedent by similarity of sense. It implies that central referents 

less often serve to introduce explicit discourse topics and more often play a role as topics 

unfold. Overall, we observe a significant difference between the languages (p < 0.00001, χ
2 

= 

31.74, df = 3). 

 Overlapping anaphors 4.9

The proportion of all overlapping anaphors in coreference and lexical chains presented in 

Figure 9 is measured against the total number of chain intersections. 

 

  

Figure 9. Overlapping anaphors in coreference and lexical chains. 

 

Generally speaking, the numbers of overlapping anaphors is very low in both languages, 

when compared to the numbers for overlapping antecedents and coreferential antecedents that 

intersect with anaphors in lexical chains. Hence the intersection type as shown in example  is 

not very frequent. The feature also indicates significant differences between the two 

languages (p < 0.001, χ
2
 = 16.72, df = 3) if analysed across all registers. But the tendency of 

German numbers lying below those of English holds only for two registers, ESSAY and 

FICTION. In addition, we observe different rankings of registers within the languages: while 

in English, fictional texts show the highest amount of overlapping anaphors, popular-

scientific articles occupy the first position in German. These texts have more central referents 

with an important role for the explicit discourse topic that are also conceptually enriched 

throughout the text. 

 Overall variation 4.10

Figure 10 illustrates the output of the correspondence analysis. As seen from the two-

dimensional plot (which explains 89.1% of variation in our data), we observe heterogeneous 

tendencies across languages and registers. English and German popular-scientific texts seem 

to be very similar, as they are situated very close to each other on the x-axis and even overlap 

on the y-axis. This coincides with the tendencies we observed for these texts analysing 

individual features. Interestingly, the x-axis separates fictional texts in both languages from 

the other registers, which again concurs with the results observed for individual features – 

fictional texts in both languages often behave differently from the other texts. However, they 

do reveal some language-specific features found along the y-axis. Correspondence analysis 

does not show a clear distance between languages, i.e. a consistent language contrast: It is 
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rather observed for each register separately. On the y-axis we observe a very heterogeneous 

grouping of the registers: EO POPSCI and GO POPOSCI are close to GO FICTION, and GO 

INTERVIEW a bit further away; GO ESSAY and EO FICTION almost overlap, and EO 

INTERVIEW and EO ESSAY here show more resemblance to each other than to the other 

subcorpora. Whether the breadth of variation is bigger in one language than the other cannot 

be told on the basis of these data, as it heavily depends on one register.  

 

  

Figure 10. Correspondence analysis. 

5. Interpretative summary 

This section is dedicated to the interpretation of the results described in Section 4 in terms of 

discourse topics, where the findings of the features will be related to each other.  

 General features 5.1

From a general perspective, the findings for the first two features seem to be in contrast to the 

other features. This can mainly be attributed to the fact that these features are obtained on a 

lower linguistic level than the others, on the basis of lexical tokens, and more specifically, 

nouns. First, we note a higher number of intersections per token in English than in German. 

However, this implies only that single nouns in coreference chains contribute more often to 

the development of explicit discourse topics in English than in German (with the exception of 

POPSCI). This tendency seems to be in line with the overall potential of anaphors to enter 

into such an intersection, which is again higher in English than in German (the exception 

again is POPSCI). As explained above, there are several influencing factors: More 

grammatical heads with a demonstrative pronoun and more extended anaphors are used in 

German than in English to establish coreference. In addition, the nouns in compounds are 

counted separately more often in English than in German.  

For the other general features, we note an opposite tendency with respect to language 

contrast: First, German exhibits a higher number of intersections per coreferring element and 

per lexical chain element. A comparison of the findings in Sections 4.3 and 4.4 reveals that 

there is a higher number of intersecting lexical chain elements than of intersecting coreferring 

elements, both in English and in German. This mainly has to do with the fact that the 
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extension in coreference chains is longer than those of lexical chain elements. Both measures 

taken together show the same tendency, namely that central referents seem to be more 

relevant to explicit discourse topics in German than in English texts. The next two features 

reveal that the higher number of intersections in German mainly stems from intersections in 

which coreferential antecedents are involved: The higher number of coreference chains with 

only one intersection in German along with the higher number of intersections in the first 

position as compared to English means that more topics in German are introduced by a 

central referent directly. This observation finds further support by the three remaining 

features, which are more closely linked to specific types of intersection and thus to variation 

in the development of explicit topics by central referents.  

 Types of chain intersection 5.2

In both languages, the number of coreferential antecedents that intersect with anaphors in 

lexical chains is higher than the number of overlapping antecedents. In addition, overlapping 

antecedents play a more important role for intersection than overlapping anaphors. This 

entails a general ranking with respect to the types of intersection: More often a smooth 

transition is preferred, in which the explicit discourse topic is not introduced by a central 

referent directly. The antecedent of a lexical chain introduces a configuration of concepts. 

The central referent established by coreference, which constitutes one important concept 

within this configuration, is mentioned later. Explicit discourse topics that are introduced by a 

central referent directly are less frequent. In any case, further continuity in explicit discourse 

topics is not upheld to a great extent by central referents, as there are few anaphors of 

coreference chains overlapping with anaphors in lexical chains. Hence, most explicit 

discourse topics are reflected by lexical relations without conceptual identity being involved.  

As for language contrast, we observe more overlapping antecedents in German than in 

English, hence more discourse topics are introduced by important individual referents 

directly. The same tendency however applies to the number of antecedents of coreference 

chains that are anaphors in lexical chains. Again we find more intersections in German than 

English, which possibly results from the fact that German has more intersections than English 

in general. In these constellations, the discourse topic is introduced by a nominal expression 

that is a holonym or a meronym of the following central referent in most cases. Contrary to 

the other two features, the number of overlapping anaphors is higher in English than in 

German.  

Furthermore, our findings show that there is at least one register which is in contrast to 

the overall tendency observed in terms of language contrast, for most of the features. General 

features and particular types of intersection heavily depend on the register. They may thus 

relate to specific configurations of field, tenor and mode. Quite interestingly, the tendencies 

for registers in the two languages sometimes coincide but sometimes they do not. The 

fictional texts quite often stand out and seem to bear least resemblance to the other registers. 

Hence chain intersection and its impact on discourse topics seem to be a reflection of the 

distinction between fiction and non-fiction. Within the fictional texts, we note a dramatic 

difference with respect to the number of overlapping antecedents, the numbers for the English 

texts being much higher than those for German. This difference contributes the most to the 

general language contrast observed for the feature. A reason for this could be that settings and 

interaction between objects play a greater role in English, and main protagonists are favoured 

in German. The German fictional texts also contain more dialogic parts than the English ones. 

However EO FICTION is in even sharper contrast to EO INTERVIEW, a register within the 

same language, which contains a very low number of overlapping anaphors. EO 

INTERVIEW is also the register with the lowest number of overlapping antecedents and a 
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relatively low number of intersections between coreference antecedents and lexical chain 

anaphors, so there is not much chain intersection in general. This may be caused by the mode 

of spoken language in that there is a more frequent use of grammatical anaphors of 

coreference and a frequent occurrence of extended reference. It may also stem from 

colloquial style. The differences across languages with this spoken register are greater than 

for the written registers ESSAY and POPSCI, the latter being more standardised than all 

other registers.  

6. Outlook 

In this study we could not integrate all features of coreference and lexical chains that are 

relevant to the development of discourse topics. These deserve further exploration in the 

future. For instance, we only differentiate intersections that are contained in coreferential 

antecedents vs. coreferential anaphors, but we do not specify further which position the 

anaphor has in the coreference chain and the lexical chain (the second, the third or another 

element). This would, however, be interesting for longer chains and inform about 

‘interrupted’ intersection, which may have an interpersonal function in argumentative and 

persuasive texts (e.g. introduction and synopsis). Moreover, a more precise interpretation of 

the role of intersections to explicit discourse topics can be obtained if the features introduced 

in this study are related to the other chain features (as it was discussed in Kunz et al. 2016): 

chain length, distance in chains and number of different chains. The features of this study 

have to be brought together with the features of other models dealing with chain interaction 

and cohesive harmony, as mentioned in Section 1. 
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